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neural network
A more practical question is, how “compatible” are current neural networks with the human mind, and how far can we trust them?

Stop debating whether AI is ‘sentient’ — the question is if we can trust it
Greater diversity in the workplace benefits everyone, from employees to companies! That’s why Toshe Ayo-Ariyo, Sonal Patel, and Danielle Ho created UInclude, a company that uses a machine learning ...

This company created an algorithm that makes job descriptions more inclusive
In cognitive psychology, metamemory refers to the ability to self-monitor and control one’s learning and memory ... researchers show the evolution of artificial neural networks have a metamemory ...

Artificial Intelligence With Metamemory Acts More Humanlike
As artificial intelligence and deep learning techniques become increasingly advanced, engineers will need to create hardware that can run their computations both reliably and efficiently. Neuromorphic ...

A neuromorphic computing architecture that can run some deep neural networks more efficiently
Producing an accurate statistical model describing the uncertainty in the results of a machine learning algorithm, for example a deep neural network, is a computationally intensive process,” Jacobs ...

Pentagon calls for new ideas in ‘third wave’ of AI evolution
Deep learning uses algorithms, often neural networks that are trained on large amounts of data, to extract information from new data. It is very different from traditional computing with its step ...

A celebrated AI has learned a new trick: How to do chemistry
Specific research interests include federated learning, blockchain, and data security. Dr. M.N.S. Swamy Algorithms for image and video signal processing, Speech processing, Biometrics, Deep neural ...

Professors by Expertise
State Key Laboratory of Biogeology and Environmental Geology, School of Earth Sciences, China University of Geosciences, Wuhan430074, China. E-mail: xkliu@cug.edu.cn ...

Automatic taxonomic identification based on the Fossil Image Dataset (>415,000 images) and deep convolutional neural networks
Many of us easily recognize emotions expressed in others' faces. A smile may mean happiness, while a frown may indicate anger. Autistic people often have a more difficult time with this task. It's ...

Artificial neural networks model facial processing in autism
The work is being carried out by researchers at the National Robotarium, led by Heriot-Watt University and the University of Edinburgh.

Work on AI algorithm could help create safe spaces from online abuse
And we are not totally in the dark about the black box of the algorithm. For all the suggestions that a deep learning “neural network” looks a bit ... Our brains have an anatomy shaped by evolution ...

Inside Europe’s fight for ethical AI
Instead of just picking, say, the largest square that’s closest to the center of the image, they use some “algorithm”, likely a neural network ... problem of machine learning, and we ...

Twitter: It’s Not The Algorithm’s Fault. It’s Much Worse.
Prasad spoke on the potential evolution from ambient intelligence ... has required dialogue-flow prediction through deep learning, web-scale neural information retrieval, and automated ...
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